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“Great minds
discuss ideas.
Average minds
discuss events.
Small minds
discuss people.”
—Henry Thomas Buckle

Introduction
The cloud based applications have impacted the teaching and learning processes alike.
The teachers and taught seek help from the Internet for pedagogical purposes in
different ways. The researchers find wider use of the internet and online applications
in conducting polls, collecting data and analyzing it for making useful inferences.
In educational setting, the Online Survey Tools are useful in seeking feedback from the
students and employees on different services provided by the educational institutions.
Opinion polls on different samples can also be conducted with the help of these online
tools. These are an excellent way of seeking satisfaction feedback from different
stakeholders. There are a number of free and paid online software available on the
Internet which work well for launching online surveys. The ‘Google Forms’ is one such
application which provides for design and launching of simple questionnaire forms for
seeking opinion and feedback online. As for paid applications, SurveyMonkey is a
user-friendly software that provides different development and analytical tools. The
paid version of this application provides unlimited use of the tools. However, free
version of this application limits the number of questions to 10 with 100 responses and
15 question types only.
Qualtrics – An Online Survey Tool
The ‘Qualtrics’ is an application that allows free trial services in addition to premium
institutional services to its users for indefinite period. It is an online survey tool widely
being used by business houses, educational institutions and individual researchers. The
application provides for designing of sophisticated questionnaire surveys. The options
available to the users facilitate them in making use of different features of the
application in an innovative way. The application gets an edge over the ‘Google Forms’
to the extent that it allows the user to create independent matrix in addition to matrices
based on Likert scale. The user has a choice to incorporate different types of questions
in the survey.
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As a trial account, the Qualtrics has three options – Business, Academic and Personal. The ‘Business’
and ‘Academic’ types of accounts try to associate the account with the institutional account and in
the absence of a license with the institution, it inflicts lot of restrictions on the usage by the users. It
is, therefore, recommended that users may create a ‘Personal’ type trial account (Figure-1) by
providing minimum personal details. The application puts many sophisticated tools at the
disposal of the user.

Figure 1: Opening of Free Account
Survey Creation
The ‘Qualitrics’ provides to create a survey and add questions to it one by one in multiple formats.
The survey can be built with the help of a ‘Quick Survey Builder’ Tool (Figure-2) available online.
It will operate through a wizard and guide the user step by step for creation of the survey.
Alternatively, the old survey already available with the account holder can be copied or a template
from the global library of the application can be chosen for building a new survey.

Figure 2: Quick Survey Builder
Editing and Display Tools
The questions could be based on text box, descriptive text, multiple choice, side-by-side matrix,
Likert scale, ranking, etc. The automatic choices can generate default questions based on
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dichotomous answers, 3 point, 5 point or 7 point Likert Scale. The Figure-3 presents the specimen of
a sophisticated side-by-side matrix-based question. The ‘Drop-down List’ can help the user in
restricting the scope of responses for the respondents and force them to respond to the questions in
a desired way.

Figure 3: A Side-by-Side Matrix based question
The question items in the Questionnaire can be copied, edited, deleted or moved from one location
to another without any hassle. The validation tool can enable the respondent to fill an answer within
the specified range or as required. There are other important tools available on the side bar as
provided in Figure-4. These tools are part of the survey edit dashboard.
The ‘Add Page Break’ enables the user to add a page break
between the questions which helps in keeping a certain number
of questions only on a certain page. With the help of the ‘Add
Display Logic’ button, the user can add logic to the question on
fulfillment of which the same will be displayed. Alternatively,
the ‘Add Skip Logic’ can be used to skip the question if certain
conditions are met or violated. The skip logic can help the user in
concluding the questionnaire pre-mature in the event of
non-fulfillment of fundamental condition(s). This logic can be
used for creating a loop or to direct the respondent to a particular
question before or after the series from the current question.
Special notes can be added to a question in order to give
explanation for its existence at a particular order in the
questionnaire. The questions can be previewed for their expected
display on the questionnaire based on personal computer and
mobile.
Figure 4: Side Tool Bar
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Survey Customisation
The ‘Look & Feel’ option of the application provides for customisation of the survey as regards its
presentation, font size, justification, colour scheme number of screens for display, buttons for back
and forth movement and final submission (Figure-5).

Figure 5: Look & Feel Customisation
The order of the questions can be decided by the users i.e. they can be displayed in a particular
order (descending or ascending) or at random. A completion message in the form of confirmation of
recording of the response, can be customised by the user. Once the response is submitted and
message for confirmation is displayed, the respondent can be optionally directed to a blog,
institutional website or any other special link as decided by the user.
Survey Activation
The survey can be edited multiple times before it is activated and can be previewed as it would be
visible to the respondents. For launch / distribution, the survey needs to be activated which locks it
for any change/editing. The process of activation generates a unique code in the form of a link
which can be copied or embedded on any online platform (Figure-6). The link can be copied to the
email and sent to the respondents. The respondents can be given the ‘edit’ option to go back and
forth to the responses and modify, if required, before final submission. It can also be decided by the
user as to whether the response would be saved online each time before moving to the next screen
or just once on final submission.
The system has a provision of creating a panel of the email IDs to which the survey would be sent
for response with the help of inbuilt email functionality. However, this facility is available for
premium users only. One survey can be activated at a time which can accommodate/accept 350
responses only in case of trial/free users. If a new survey is to be activated, the earlier one would
need to be deactivated.
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Figure 6: Activation of Survey
The results of the survey along with the progress of filled in questionnaires and number of
completed responses can be seen anytime during the activation/de-activation of the survey.
Reporting
The system provides for analysis report with preliminary statistical presentation in the form of
graph and charts downloadable in doc, xls, ppt and pdf formats. The cross tabulation tools covering
different dimensions of questionnaire throughout the length and breadth of the variables used in the
questionnaire, add to the comprehensiveness and sophistication of the analysis report. The report
can be generated manually any time in addition to initial report generated by the system in the first
instance. The raw data can also be downloaded in different formats like txt, doc, xls, ppt, pdf, html,
SPSS format, etc., and can be analysed separately offline with the help of different statistical software packages. The salient features of the application are provided in Table-1.
Table-1: Salient features of ‘Qualtrics’ Online Survey Tool
Design features
 360 Degree feedback
 Anonymous surveys
 Branding
 Custom survey URL
 Customizable templates
 Drag and Drop interface
 Insert audio/image
Analytic Tools
 Correlation matrices
 Cross tabulations
 Graph
 Charts and reports
 Real-time result /analysis

Administrative features
 Create a panel of email IDs
 Manage the panels with email lists
 Set response quota
 Secure system
Export features
 Export data and purvey reports in
different formats like txt, doc, xls, ppt,
pdf, html, SPSS format etc
 Export the survey report in different
formats like txt, doc, xls, ppt
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Question Types
 Text box/ Descriptive box
 Drop down list
 Free text matrix
 Image select
 Multi-rating scale
 Radio button matrix
 Ranking/ slider
 Rating scale
 Side-by-side matrix
 Lickert scale matrix
 Single answer
 Multi choice answers
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Distribution method
 Mobile
 Online
 Social networking
 Through email
 Unique link
Customisation
 Customizable themes
 Html embedding
 Looping
 Piping
 Randomise answer choice
 Randomised questions/ pages
 Skip logic/ Display logic
 Validation

Conclusion
The ‘Qualtrics’ is a simple user-friendly cloud-based survey application for conducting opinion polls
and seeking satisfaction feedback from the clientele. It has a wider educational utility in the context
of educational institutions. It can prove to be a useful tool in the hands of novice researchers who
can design sophisticated questionnaires involving complex questionnaire formats of a wide range
with minimum effort and technical/software knowledge. It can also help them not only in analysing
the results of the surveys but also in making statistical and graphical presentations of their reports.
The simple visualization of the data with the help of this application enables one easily understand
the complex conceptual frameworks.
Dr. S. K. Pulist
Deputy Director
SRD, IGNOU

Attribute Listing-A creativity technique
Creativity is defined as the habit to generate useful ideas, and alternatives, to solve problems, and
re-engineer products and services useful to the stakeholders. Thus, we require various creativity
techniques which should enable us to generate useful and new ideas. By in large creativity tools
enable us to think divergently and out of box. The creativity techniques can be grouped in divergence
and convergence techniques, product and service situations, individual and group techniques. Some
of the divergence creativity techniques are attribute listing, biomimicry, brainwriting 6-3-5, osborn
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checklist, reverse brainstorming etc. In this article we will discuss about attribute listing which is
one of the divergence creativity technique.
What is Attribute Listing?
In 1931 Robert Platt Crawford pioneered/used attribute listing in his course on creative thinking.
Attribute Listing is suitable for situations which can be decomposed into attributes. The technique
takes an idea from one thing and applies it to another.
As defined by Crawford “Each time we take a step we do it by changing an attribute or a quality
of something else, or else by applying the same quality to some other thing. The pattern of great
pieces of creation may involve hundreds of successive changes. The creative step is the same, but
it is repeated many times with many variations.” [1]
Often it is observed that we have preconceived ideas about a particular situation or people. This
limits our thinking as our mind is pre-conditioned to certain standard expectations and
characteristics related to that particular situation or person. For example, if we have a meeting
with a CEO of a big Company, by default we expect the CEO to come in a luxury car. While we
wait at the entrance to welcome the CEO to come in a luxury car instead we find a person coming
in a motorbike who is none other than the CEO. In this situation our mind is pre-conditioned to
expect that a CEO is attributed to luxury cars. In attribute listening, we have to question "normal"
characteristics.
Attribute listing is a creative technique that can assist you to expand and diversify your product
and service range. While using the technique of attribute listing we break a problem down into
smaller and smaller parts or attributes and look at alternative solutions to these parts. The
technique lets you focus on as many attributes of a product or problem as possible with different
perspectives like physical attributes, social attributes, process attributes, psychological attributes
and financial attributes.
Steps of attribute listing
Step 1: Identify a product, or process which you want to improve. For example if you want to
improve learners’ helpdesk.
Step 2: List its attributes by breaking it into key attributes or stages or sections. For example,
attributes of a learner helpdesk includes opening hours, learner friendly services, availability
information material on various programmes etc.
Step 3: Choose the attributes which are important and improvement in them may lead to
improvement in the entire process or product. Look at each attribute individually and identify
variations so that it can be improved. For example, look for alternative solutions for better
serving the learners as per their timings. Like decide the opening and closing hours in weekdays
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and weekends depending on the learners’ convenience, keeping record of visitors, their feedback
about the services provided and following up and so on.
Step 4: Combine one or more of these alternative ways of improving the identified attribute

and

look if you have come up with some improved process or product.
Attribute listing is one of the quick creativity technique which when performed in small groups
results in diverse combination of interesting ideas which provide solution to a tangible problem.

Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit
Director (I/c), NCIDE
References
[1]: Crawford, R., P. (1964), Pg. 96. The Techniques of Creative Thinking: How to Use your Idea to
Achieve Success. Virginia, USA: Fraser Publishing Co.

Open source tools for eBook creation
- A Quick three step information
With the proliferation of mobile technologies eBooks have become a popular tool for sharing
content to a wider audience. In this article we will discuss about a few open source tools for
creating eBooks.
Creating eBook
In order to create an eBook you need the following:


Word Processor Programme: For developing the eBook you either have a readymade
content in a word processor or you will write fresh content using a word processor
programme. A word processor programme is preferred so that the content could be
quickly and efficiently formatted. Content in your word processor programme should be
entirely structured with appropriate styles like headings should have heading styles,
paragraphs should have the body text styles, Table of Contents should follow style etc. As
in this article we are covering open source tools you can use Apache OpenOffice which is a
powerful Free & Open Source Office suite. Apache OpenOffice writer can be used as the
word processor programme for editing, structuring or writing the content of your eBook.
The Apache OpenOffice can be downloaded from http://www.openoffice.org/download/
index.html
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Converting Word Processor Document to ePub: Once you are ready with the formatted
content. Next step is to convert the content into ePub file. To perform this task we will use
the Writer2ePub (W2E) extension of OpenOffice. W2E is an ePub creator. Simply write
your document with the OOo Word Processor and W2E will make an ePub file using the
best traditional typographic rules, by applying a predefined style sheet (CSS). If you need a
good ePub document and you can use the OOo Writer Word Processor, W2E is your tool.
[1]. Writer2ePub can be downloaded from http://extensions.openoffice.org/en/project/
writer2epub
ePub reader: Once you have converted your OpenOffice document to ePub file go to the
folder that contains your OpenDocument source file. Next to it should be the ePub with the
same filename. Download free eBook reader FBReader available for Windows, OS X,
Linux, and Android mobile platforms. You will now want to inspect your eBook carefully.
For example, examine the table of contents, its structuring, headings of chapters, sections
and sub-sections, images hyperlinks etc.
Document validation: Use the EpubCheck to provide validation information for EPUB 2
and 3 documents. In case your ePub file is less than 10 MB you can get the validation done
from the website: http://validator.idpf.org/.

Calibre Open Source ePub editors
Calibre is a free and open source e-book library management application developed by users of
e-books for users of e-books. Apart from library management, eBook conversion, syncing to eBook
reader devices, downloading news from the web and converting it into e-book form,
comprehensive e-book viewer, content server for online access to your book collection, it is an
eBook editor for the major eBook formats. Calibre has a built-in editor that allows you to edit
e-books in the most popular e-book formats, EPUB and AZW3 (Kindle). The editor has a live
preview showing the effect of your changes as you make them and includes a comprehensive
checking tool that can find many of the most common errors in book structure and formatting and
even fix some of them automatically. The editor also has an integrated review tool to visually
inspect the differences between different versions of the book [2.] To know more about calibre go
to http://calibre-ebook.com/
References
[1]: http://extensions.openoffice.org/en/project/writer2epub
[2]: http://calibre-ebook.com/about#features

Ms. Sujata Santosh
Assistant Director, NCIDE
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Innovationclub@IGNOU
A meeting of the Innovation Club@IGNOU was held on 18th December, 2015 at NCIDE. Besides
general discussion on innovation and related aspects, the main focus of the meeting was to
demonstrate about the innovative use of web based resources to create online questionnaires for
research studies and surveys. In this context, Dr. S.K. Pulist, Dy. Director, SRD gave a live
demonstration on “Creating Online Questionnaire by using Qualtrics”. In his presentation
Dr. Pulist besides highlighting the features of the Qualtrics software, he demonstrated how to use
the software. At the same time based on his experience he told about the limitations of the
software and highlighted on what not to do. He informed that the Qualtrics is capable of creating
different types of questions as per the need of the study. Qualtrics can also be used to analyze the
data and generate various types of statistical graphs and reports of the study. While discussing
about the features of Qualtrics he tried to explain how it is better than the other such online
survey tools like Google Form and Monkey Survey etc. However, he mentioned that the free
version of Qualtrics can be used only for maximum 100 respondents. He informed that the paid
version have almost all types features which are required in any good online survey tool both for
collecting data and analyzing it in details.

The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
(NCIDE) was established in December 2005. It is a facility for
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NCIDE

We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this
e-newsletter. We also welcome your contributions for the future
issues. Please send us your emails addressed to the
Director, NCIDE at: ncide@ignou.ac.in.
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